We prove that an Anosov diffeomorphism of a compact manifold is expansive. We also show that a continuous flow on an infinite compact metric space cannot be expansive. We define a corresponding expansive concept for flows, that of an unstable flow (the word unstable is used here in a Lyapunov sense). We then prove that Anosov flows of compact manifolds are unstable.
Introduction.
Let A' be a metric space with metric d and G a topological group. A transformation group (X, G, -rr) is called expansive if there is an e>0 (called an expansive constant) such that for any pair of distinct points x, y in X there is a g g G such that d(xg, yg)>s. Here, as is customary, xg is used in place of n(x, g). If G is the integers then the transformation group is generated by a homeomorphism f:X~*-X. In this case / is called an expansive homeomorphism. There are numerous examples of expansive homeomorphisms on compact spaces [2] . On the other hand if G is the reals R and X is an infinite compact space then (X, R, -rr) cannot be expansive (Proposition 3.1). When G = R, the transformation group will be called a flow. For flows, we will use y(x) to denote the orbit of the point x. Definition 1.1. A flow tt:XxR->-X is called unstable if there is an 6>0such that for any x, yin X withy $ y(x) there is a t (possibly negative) for which d(xt,yt)>e.
Thus, if 7r is unstable, no orbit can be both positively and negatively Lyapunov stable (here we assume X is self-dense; X will be a manifold for the remainder of the paper). In §2 we prove that an Anosov diffeomorphism on a compact manifold is expansive. This is indicated in [3, Proposition 8 .7] but a proof has not been published. In §3 we prove that an Anosov flow on a compact manifold is unstable. Proof.
Let X be infinite and compact and q>:Xx R-*X a flow. Let e be greater than 0, /=[0, 1], and y> = 4\xxi-Then if p is the product metric on Xx I, there is a <5>0 such that p((y, tx), (z, r2))<ó implies d(ytx, zt2)<e.
If <j> is to be expansive there can be only finitely many rest points. Let x be a nonrest point and choose a sequence of positive numbers {t,,} decreasing monotonically to 0 so that x¿¿xtn for any n. If e is an expansive constant for each n there is an s" such that d(xsn, (xi")5K)>e. However for n large enough p((xs", 0), (xs", tn))<o and hence d(xsn, (xs7l)t") = d(xsn, (xtn)s")<e.
A differentiable flow <f>: Mx R^>-M induced by a vector field f is an Anosov flow if (i) $ has no rest points, (ii) there is an invariant decomposition TM=ES + E" + E° satisfying the following: there exist positive constants a, b, and X such that for any f=f*+f" + fo in TM, l-tyrfl èae"U<n forallí^O,
||£>^-fs|| ^ be-xtUs\\ for all t >ö, || D<p, ■ H < bf" || f "|| for all t < 0, \\D<f>t-£s\\ ^aeAi|in for all t < 0.
(iii) E° has dimension one and is tangent to the flow. Note we can always choose a positive number T so that WD+t-FW >7||f"||, \\D<f>_T-n<\ llf"ll, nD^T-n< Mn.
iiD^r-fi >7iifsii.
There is a local codimension one submanifold N" at p whose tangent space at p is ££ + ££. N" is transverse to the trajectories of the flow and is the image under expp of a neighborhood of 0 in £* + ££. Proof.
Let F be chosen so that the inequalities, 3.2, are satisfied. Then the proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 2.1 with <pT replacing /and <f>_T replacing/-1.
In particular, the £ of this lemma, and of the following theorem, is small enough so that the exponential map is defined on the £-tube about the zero section of the tangent bundle of M. ) is greater than 2d(p, a"). Also d(<p±T(q), r/>±2.(a"))<£/2. Thus for some integer k we must have either d(q>kT(p), <f>kT(q))>r¡ and we cannot guarantee the existence of qp or else d(<f>kT(p), <pkT(q))>e¡2 and the exponential map is no longer defined. Thus h is an instability constant for <p and the proof is completed.
